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0. IN-~-~00~~IION 
We consider nilpotent subspaces of the full matrix algebra K,, where K is 
a field, which satisfy the standard polynomial identity S,. As our main 
theorem we prove, for each natural number d, that the K-dimension, dim A, 
of these subspaces A can not exceed (d - 1) n2/2d. ll(d - 1) n2/2dlj, the 
integer in (d 1) n2/2d, is proved to be a realized dimension if d 5 7; if 
d > 7 it is a realized dimension for only a proper (infinite, however) subset 
of the natural numbers N. 
The stated upper bound is well known when d: 2 and is the obvious 
bound when d = 1 (note that S, is the identity function). We observe that a 
nilpotent commutative subspace of K, generates a nilpotent commutative 
subalgebra and the latter is known to have dimension 5 ]( n*/4(). This is a 
routine deduction, considering that dim A 5 1 + )In2/4 II if A is a 
commutative subalgebra of K,, as Schur [7] proved in case K is the complex 
field. The generalization to arbitrary fields is due to Jacobson [6]. Nilpotent 
commutative subalgebras of K,, n > 1, having the maximum dimension were 
displayed in (6, p. 4311. It is an open problem to find an upper bound of the 
dimensions of subspaces of K, satisfying the identity S,. This problem is the 
motivation for our efforts resulting in thcsc pages on nilpotent subspaces. Up 
to similarity, we shall disclose all of the nilpotent subspaces of K,, which 
satisfy the identity S, at the maximum dimension, lln’/3 11. 
We shall include a detailed account of results appearing in each of the 
four section; however, we introduce first some notation and definitions. 
Because of overworked brackets ]]fi]] replaces [p] as notation for the integer 
in a real number ,K N will denote the natural numbers, K an arbitrary field, 
K, the full algebra of n by n matrices over K, I or I, the identity matrix of 
K,, E, the matrix with 1 in the (i.j) position and zeros elsewhere, and 
M= K” the space of rz-tuplcs over K. Without further comment we shall 
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denote the canonical basis of K” by (v,,..., u ), Vi being the vector havin 
in the ith position and zeros elsewhere. If A is a vector space over K, dim A 
denotes its K-dimension. 
If w1 )...) wk are vectors in K” or K, 
denotes Kw, + ... + Kw,. 
The notation (0 : V), denotes {w E W j VW = 0 for all u E V}, assuming a 
function on V x W with zero in the range. 
Given B G K, and subspaces P and Q of K”, S“(P, Q> denotes the space 
of K-linear transformations P+ Q. 
denotes the subspace of ,i”(P, Q) consisting of all linear transformations 
which can be induced by elements of B. 
The definition of the dth standard polynomial Sd(xl,...,xd) = j~~?...~ xdj 
(usually [x, ,..., xdld in this paper) is found, for example, in [.5, p. 1541. The 
property of being multilinear in each variable is mentioned in the reference. 
One consequence of multilinearity is that S, vanishes on any space of 
matrices having fewer than d dimensions [S, p. 154, Lemma 6.2.21. 
Given a space B of matrices, the set of matrices 
is denoted by 
Plc 
When [Bid = 0, we say that B satisfies the identity S,. Satisfying S, is 
equivalent with having commutative multiplication. 
The claim that C A ’ satisfies S,, if the nilpotent subspace A of K, 
satisfies 8,) is true when d = 2 and false when d > 2. For an example, we 
take p = E,, + E,, + E,, and q = E,, E K, . The two dimensional subspace 
(P, 4) satisfies S,. But [q, p, p213 =p2qp - pqp2 = p’qp =I?,,; the 
subalgebra generated by (p, q) does not satisfy S,. For rk > 3, 
(~9 qJ&w.>&+,,d+d is a nilpotent subspace af K,, 2 satisfying S, ; 
F is the algebra it generates, then [Pjd = KE,,d+ z - 
In Section 1 we give a brief direct proof that dim A 5 n2/4, if A is a 
nilpotent commutative subspace of K,. The major contributions, however, 
are preparations for the work ahead. Thus we record in Section 1 the (well- 
known) similarity classes of nilpotent, commutative subalgebras of K, 
having I( n2/41) d imensions. When n # 3, each such subalgebra consists of all 
the linear transformations from a subspace of K” (with suitable dimension) 
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to one of its direct complements. This is helpful when a parallel analysis, qua 
d = 3, is undertaken further on. 
In preparation for the Main Theorem, M= K” is decomposed in Section 1 
as a direct sum of h subspaces Ni (h is the index of nilpotency of A), and a 
descending sequence of subspaces Ai of A is defined thus: Ai = (0 : Ci Nj)A. 
TheNiaresuchthatMAiONi=MAi-‘.ThusM=MA’OCiNj;foreach 
i MA i is A,-faithful. 
The Main (or Upper Bound) Theorem is proved in Section 2: 
dim A 5 o&z) = (d - 1) n2/2d 
for nilpotent subspaces A of K, satisfying S,, d > 2. The basic tool is the 
observation: xA~=x[A~-~]~=O (x~M;i,j> 1) implies xAi_,[Ai]j_,=O. 
This enables us to prove that A, = (0 : N,], has no more than ]I r~~-~(s)]i 
dimensions, where s = dim MA. 
An exact sequence is used to prove that dim A 5 (n - s)s + dim A I . Thus 
dimA 5 
P(s) = (n - s>s +Ud- l(S). 
Calculus reveals that the (absolute) maximum of p(s) is ud(n) = 
/3((d - l)n/d), establishing the bound of dim A. Also it is evident that the 
values of s which may possibly afford to A i]aJn)i] dimensions are those in 
the proximity of (d - l)n/d. We also show that necessary conditions for A 
to have ]IaJn)]] d imensions include (i) [A ildPl = 0 and (ii) dim A I = 
lI~d-I(~>ll~ 
For each IZ E N and for d E {l,..., 7}, ]]ad(n)l] is the maximum of the 
dimensions of nilpotent subspaces A of K, which satisfy [A Id = 0. For d > 7 
a similar statement holds, not for each n E N, but for a proper (infinite, 
however) subset Nd of N; 4 G!? Nd for each d > 7. We have ascertained only 
that Nd is infinite and do not know whether its complement in N is infinite 
(we conjecture that that is the case for each d > 7). The foregoing results on 
realizations of the upper bound appear in Section 3; our demonstrations in 
each case involve an algebra whose dth power is zero. It is also proved in 
Section 3 that, if n is neither four nor five, A3 = 0 and A is an algebra for the 
nilpotent subspace A of K, satisfying S, at the maximum dimension, I( n2/3 (I. 
We consider A G K, with vanishing cube and ]]n2/3 ]I dimensions: there are 
three dissimilar strictly upper triangular subalgebras of K, to one of which A 
must be similar if y1 > 6 and three does not divide n: there is a unique strictly 
upper triangular subalgebra to which A must be similar if IZ is two or if three 
divides n. 
In Section 4 the final result shows that for each d > 2 there is an n such 
that a nilpotent subalgebra A of K, satisfies S, and has ]]ud(n)]] dimensions 
but Ad # 0. Also in Section 4 we examine the similarity classes of nilpotent 
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subspaces of K, and of K, which satisfy S, at the maximum dimension. 
These subspaces are always algebra and for three of the similarity classes 
(qua K, or K5) the cube vanishes. The subalgebras of K, [of M5] with 
nonzero cube, but meeting the requirements as to dimension, nilpotency and 
satisfying S,, fall into four [two] additional similarity classes. 
Thus a nilpotent subspace of K, which satisfies S,, but is not an algebra: 
has fewer than ]]a3(n)]] dimensions. 
We conjecture in Section 3 that (assuming a restriction on 
is the maximum dimension of subspaces of K, satisfying S,; examples are 
given in support of this conjecture. For each n > 2 there is an example whick 
is an algebra and one which is not an algebra. The need to restrict K is 
explained. 
Some background material concludes this Section 
BROP~SITION 0.1. Let A be a nilpotent subspace of K, . Then A can be 
put in strict riangular form. 
ProoJ Let s be the index of nilpotency of A. If p is the product of a 
elements of A, ps E As” = 0. Evidently, the multiplicative monoid generated 
by A is nil. By 13, p. 181 such a monoid can be put in strict riangular form. 
Remark 0.2. Let M* z K” be the space of linear functions: 
Hom,(M, M), of M= K”. For m E M and p* E M” we write 
for p*(m) E K. If V is a subspace of M [of M*] the annihilators (0 : V) of V 
in M* [in M] form a subspace with dimension n - dim I’. Thus 
V-t (0 : V),, is an order reversing mapping from the set of subspaces of 
onto the set of subspaces of M*. Let A be a nilpotent subspace of K, wit 
index of nilpotency h. A is made a space of left operators on MX by 
(w ap*> = (ma, P*>, aEA. 
From [l, pp. 190-1911 we have for PE {O, l,..., h}
(0 : (0 : A5)M)M* = A” 
CAO=K~+A), and 
(0 : (0 : A4),,), = MA’. 
dim(MA”/MA”) = dim((O : Aa)M,/(O : A5)M*)m IAl 
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Setting ,8 = 0 and CL = 1, we have 
dim(M/M4) = dim(O : A)M*. 03) 
Thus dim MA = IZ - dim(O : II)~*. We record the dual of this 
dimAM*=n-dim(O:A),. (C> 
1. NILPOTENT COMMUTATIVE SUBSPACES 
We introduce some notation to be used throughout the paper without 
further comment. A set of subspaces of M = K” and the nilpotent subspace A 
of K, will be useful in obtaining the upper bound theorem and in subsequent 
discussion. The index of nilpotency of A will be denoted by h: 
Ah=O, Ah-’ # 0. 
M will have fixed subspaces N1,..., N satisfying 
M=MA@N, 
MA=MA*@N, 
. . . 
MA’-’ =&IA’@ Ni 
. . . 
and satisfying, for i E {l,..., h - 1 } 
Ni+,cNiA. 
The preceding inequality can be achieved, since MA’ = MA’+’ + N,A. 
Subspaces A I ,..., A, of A are defined by 
= (0 : Ni)Aim,y 
A 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If the subspace A of K, is nilpotent and commutative, 
A,=O. 
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Proojl Let SEA,, nENi+,~NiA, where l<i<h-1. e have 
n=~njaj, where njENi and ajEA. Then njfENiA,=O for eachj, so 
that nf= 2 njajf = C njfaj= 0. We have 
Ai=Ai+l, - IliSA- 
and conclude that A, = A,, = 0. 
The upper bound for nilpotent commutative subalgebras A 
dimA 5 n2/4 (1A) 
can be obtained from 
dim A 5 (n - s)s, s= dimMA 
by calculus as mentioned in [4, p. 5581; or by observing that 
n2 - 4s(n - s) = (n - 2,~)~ 2 0. As a direct proof of the bound, nZ/4, of the 
dimensions of nilpotent commutative subspaces A of K, 9 we claim that (1 
must bold. Thus: dim Y(N, , MA) s (dim N,)(dim MA) = (n - s)s. If 
L = L(N,, MA), as defined in the Introduction, dim L can not exceed 
(n - s)s, then. Dim A = dim L, since the linear “onto” map A 3 L has A 1 as 
its kernel; by Proposition 1.1, A, = 0. 
For each integer n > 1 let 
where n=2p or 2p- 1,pEN. Let 
for n = 2p - 1, p E N. Then B, [B,] has vanishing square and has ]in2/4// 
dimensions. For each odd it, B, and 3, are dissimilar, since dim MBn = 
I t dimMB,. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let n > 1. If a subalgebra A of K, satisfies A2 = 0 and 
dim A = q,(n), then MA = (0 : A)M. If n is even and f a nilpotent 
commutative subspace of K, has q2(n) dimensions, then A2 = 0 and A is 
similar to B,. If n > 3 is odd and if a nilpotent commutative subspace A of 
K, has q,(n) dimensions, then A2 = 0 and A is similar to exactly one of 
{B,, B,}. If A is a nilpotent commutative subspace of K, with 2 [= q,(3)] 
dimensions, then A is similar to B,, to B, or to (El2 + E23, IX,,). The latter 
is dissimilar to B, and gj, since its square is KE,, . Notice that, if strict 
upper triangularity isassumed, B, [B,] is unique, 
Proo$ The equality MA = (0 : A)M holds when A = B, or g,,. Thus the 
first assertion is a consequence of later ones. It is obvious that a nilpotent 
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subalgebra of K, is similar to B,. It is stated in [6, p. 4361 that A* = 0, when 
IZ > 3 and the nilpotent commutative subspace A of _K,, has /I n2/4]] 
dimensions; similarity oB,, when n > 3 is even [to B, or B, when n > 3 is 
odd] is also stated there. A restriction placed on the field oes not apply to 
the case of nilpotent subalgebras. The restriction has been shown [4, p. 5601 
to be unnecessary. 
It is proved in [2, Theorem 2, pp. 448-91 that, if A c K, and A2 = 0, then 
A is similar to B, or, for some o E K3, K3 = u(K1, @A). Since the two 
dimensional space VA is annihilated by A, A is similar to B3. It is proved 
also that, if A* # 0, then A has the form (p, p”), pz # 0. Since for some 
v E K3 VP* # 0, similarity ofA to (El2 + E,, , E,,) can be proved. 
2. THE UPPER BOUND THEOREM 
DEFINITIONS. For each n and each d E N we define 
ad(n) = (d - 1) n2/2d, %f(n) = II o&>ll. 
We make the proof that nilpotent subspaces A of K, which satisfy the 
standard polynomial identity S,, d > 2, cannot have more than crd(rz) 
dimensions. The main part of the effort consists in proving that 
dim A I 5 od- r(s), s= dim MA. We will be using 
h-l 
dim A, = x dim(A,/A,+ i) 
k=l 
where h is the index of nilpotency of A. We begin by extending the 
breakdown of M and A made in Section 1. 
DEFINITIONS. Let i E: {2,..., h} jE {l,...,d- I}. Nij denotes 
{xEN,/x[A,~~]~=O}. (Note that forj< (d- 1) we have Nii[Ai-l]j+l=O, -. 
so that N, = {x E Ni,j+ I ] x[A,_~]~ = O}.) N, is defined as a fixed subspace 
of Nij such that 
N,= N, @ Ni,j-l (j> 11, - Nil = Nil . 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ni,d- I = Ni. 
ProoJ Let nENi~Ni_,A: n=Cn,a,, flkENi-l, a,EA. Let 
fi,...,fd-lEAi--l. Since [A],=O, 
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We have used Niplfj=O,j~ {l,..., d- 1). Evidently, n[f, ,... sfd-ljd-l ==O; 
Ni[A,-,ld-, = 0, as required. 
DEFINITIONS. For i E {2,..., h} and j E {I,...: d- II let tij = dim N, a 
let Tj = CF=, tij. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) For each i E {2,..., h}, Ni = Nil 0 Ni2 0 **I 0
Ni,d- I 3 whence dim Ni = Cfz,’ tij ;
(ii) dim MA = CyL; Tj. 
Proof of (ii). From MA = N, @ ... @ Nh we have 
h d-l d-1 
dimMA = 1 x tij =
i=* j=l j=l 
DEFINITION. In Proposition 2.3 through 2.7, i will be a fixed 
integer E {2,..., h}. Let X, denote Aiel. For each p E 12 ,.,., d- I} we define 
Xb by 
PROPOSITION 2.3. X, = Ai. 
ProoJ By the definitions Ai or X, = (0 : c:Zl q)aim,. Since N;, XZ 5 
NiaAi-I=0,X2E(O:C~~llNij)Ai-1=(O:N~)Ai-i=Ai’ 
PROPOSITIQN 2.4. Let p E (2,..., d-l}. For each SEAi_, and each 
n E Nib 3 afE (0 : [Aijb-l)M. 
ProoJ Let g, ,..., g -, E Ai cAiwl. Since II E (0 : [A,-,],),, and since 
ngj E NiAi = 0 for each j, 
We have nf E (0 : [Ai]4-1)M, as required. 
For the ?z, f and /? of the proposition we observe that either nf E Ni+ l,n- i ) 
or for some p E {i + 2,..., h} there exist u E f;j Nk and nonzero zi’ E 
such that Ef=z)+u'. Since nf [AP--l]b--l 0 by the Proposition an 
VA p-, = 0, u’[A,-,]~-~ =O. Thus u’ E Np,o-l. This comment will be msef111 
in the next proposition. 
~~~P~SITION 2.5. For p E {i + 2,..., h] and p E {2,..., d - i}> 
dim(LWu 3 CT+1 Nj>x,+,) 5 dim(L(G, Cf;: I\ij)x,+,)  tio(Cfr: tppk). 
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Proof. Let u be the projection from Cp+ I Nj to Np. We denote by 
L(NiB , NJ, the set of linear transformations fa = f: N, -+ N, formed from 
the elements fE L(Nio,Cf+l Nj)x,+,. We denote by BAR the linear map 
f -,F The kernel of 
is L(Nis, Cp;j Nj)x,+,. It follows that 
=dim L N ( (<yI$y Nj)xD+,) +di~P4%dVtJ~ (2-4) 
By the comment preceding this proposition an element f of L(Nis , N,)* has 
its image in Np,s-, = Npl @ ..a 0 Np,B-l, whence 
dim(L(q, NJ*) 5 (dim q)(dim Np+ J = ti8 ( Ic: tpx) . (2B) 
Equations (2A) and (2B) prove the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For /I E {2,..., d - 1 }, dim(Xb+ ,/X0) 5 tiB(Ck<b Tk). 
proof. If f E Ai- and Nib f C Ni+ 1, then by Proposition 2.4, 
Niof CNi+l,B-I=Ni+f,l 0 ***CBNi+l,o-l. We have 
dimMNiS~Ni+Jx,+J 5 lib (‘2’ ti+,,k) 9 
k=l 
This is the initial step of the proof by induction that 
q E {i + l,..., h}. We apply Proposition 2.5 with p = 9 + 1 and obtain from 
PC) 
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We have proved (2C). Since, by its definition, Xfi is the kernel of the iinear 
map 
ProoJ By Proposition 2.3 we have X, = Ai. Using the result of 
Proposition 2.6, dim(A,-,/A,) = dim(Xd/X,) = x.0”:: dim(XD I ,/XD) = 
c;z: (C kc4 “i0 Tk)- 
LEMMA 2.8. Let rn > 1 be an integer and let Q, q:,..., q denote real 
numbers such that Q = Cy qi. Let 
w= C 4i4j. 
icj 
Then W 5 (m - 1) Q’/2m = o,(Q). 
Prosf. We notice that Q2 = (c qi)2 = 2 W + c 4:, whence 
W= (Q2 -~ C qf)/2 = mQ2/2m - q,2/2. (2 
We shall prove that 
F(q , ,.*., 4J = 1z: s’ 2 Q’h (2E) 
-C qf/2 5 -Q’/2m and (2D) will then complete the proofs 
Let p be a parameter (Lagrange multiplier). We regard Q as a constant; 
thus the hypothesis supplies the constraint 
Thus a critical point for F is also a critical point for 
481/91/l-7 
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We equate to zero the partial derivatives of G with respect to the qi: 
2q[ + p = 09 i = l,..., m W) 
and notice that the unique solution of the equations in (2F) and 
(2G) is: -p/2=q,=...=q,,,=Q/m. Since F is bounded below, 
F:(Qlm,..., Q/m ..., Qlm)=m(Qlm)*=Q*l m is the absolute minimum of F. 
Equation (2E) holds; the lemma has been proved. 
THEOREM 2.9 (The Main Theorem). Let K be a field. Let d > 2, 
n > 1 E N. Let A be a nilpotent subspace of K, satisfying the standard 
polynomial identity S,. Then dim A 5 ud(n) = (d - 1) n2/2d; dim A 1 I 
ud .,(s), where s = dim MA. 
Proof. Using Proposition 2.7, we have 
dimA,=kdimA,-,/A,5 i y,’ (z6tibTk), 
2 i=2 O-2 
where h is the index of nilpotency of A. Evidently, dim A, 5 
xi;: CkcB T,T,, since T, = t,,, + t,B + ..a + thq. Then 
dim A, 5 u~-~(T, + ..a + Td- ,) = ud- ,(s) 
by Lemma 2.8. By the definition of L(N,, MA), , the sequence 
A7L(N,,MA),-,O 
is exact. The kernel of g is A, = (0 : N,), . Since n = dim N, + dim MA, we 
have 
dim A 5 (n - s)s + ud- 1(s) = p(s). 
The second derivative of p(s) [= ns - ds2/(2d - 2)] is d/( 1 - d) < 0. The 
first derivative, n - dsl(d - l), vanishes when s = (d - I)n/d. We conclude 
that /3 has an absolute maximum, 
P((d - l)n/d) = (d - 1) n2/2d = ud(n). 
Thus dim A 5 ud(n). The bound, ud(n), can be obtained by applying 
Lemma 2.8 to T, ,..., T 1, Td = n - s. Our approach established the relation 
between s = (d - l)n/d and the maximum of p(s). 
Remark. Continuing from the hypothesis of the theorem, suppose that 
dim A, < Ilud- ,(s)ll, then dim A 5 p(s) - 1 < q,(n). Also notice that 
dim(L(N,, MA),) < (n - s)s if pA is a proper subset of MA for some 
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nonzero p E N,. Clearly, if A has qd(n) dimensions, dim A, = qdP1(s) and 
qvl,MA)=L(NI,MA)A. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let d > 2, n > 1. If the nilpotent subspace A QJ K,v 
satisfies S, and if dim A = qd(n), then (i) (0 : A) E MYI ; (ii) P’(iV, 9MA> is 
induced by A ; (iii) dim A I = qd- ,(s), where s = dim MA, and (iv) A 1 satisJies 
S d-l’ 
ProoJ: The remark preceding the theorem established (ii) and (iii). If 
(0 : YI)~ is not contained in MA, then A can be embedded in K,, 1 5 t < n: 
whence dim A 5 qd(t) 2 qd(n). But ((d- 1)/2d)(n2 -t*) 2 (l/3)(8 + t) 1 1. 
Thus dim A 5 qd(t) < q,(n) in contradiction of the hypothesis. (i) has been 
proved. Let m E MA. By conclusion (ii), m = pb for some p E N, and some 
b E A. Iffi ,s..,fd-l E A, = (0 : N,), , [A Id = 0 implies 
O=p[b,f,,...,S,-,l,=pb[f,,...,S,-,I,-,. 
Thus m[A,],-, = 0. Since MA is (A,)-faithful and MA[A,]d-, = 0, (iv) has 
been proved. 
3. REALIZATION OF THE UPPER I3oum 
For d 5 7 and for each n E N, qd(n) is the dimension of some nilpoten: 
subspace A of K, satisfying the identity S,. A similar statement holds for 
d > 7, not for each natural number n but for an infinite subse 
demonstrate all of these claims by a subalgebra A with Ad = 
is commenced in this section of the similarity of nilpotent subspaces of Kn 
satisfying S, and having q3(n) dimensions. We will show that, if N 2 6, 
A3=0. 
We assume that the nilpotent subspace A of K, satisties S,. By 
Theorem 2.9, dim A 5 /3(dim MA), where p(x) =,8(x, n) = (n - X)X + x2/4. 
For fixed n ,!3 is a parabola having its absolute maximum when x = 2n/3. 
We consider n = 3j - 1, j > 1. &2j, 3j - 1) = 3ji” - 2j = 11 n2/3 // = q3(n); 
/?(2j-1,3j-l)=j(2j-1)+(1/4)(4j*-4j+l). Werecord 
~(2j,3j-1)=~~~(2j-1,3j-l)~~=3j2-2j=~3(3j- 1) PA) 
and note that ,8(2j, 3j- 1) is an integer. When 12 = 3j + I, p(2jj, 3j+ 1) = 3j* 
+ 2j = /I n*/3 11 = q3(n); /?(2j + 1, 3j f 1) = j(2j + 1) + (l/4)(4,;’ + 4j + 1). 
We record 
and note that /?(2j, 3j+ 1) is an integer. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let the nilpotent subspace A of K, satisfy S, and have 
q3(n) dimensions, n >= 3. Then 
dim MA E (II2n/3 11, II2n/3 11 + 1 }. 
When 2n/3 is an integer, dim MA = 2n/3. 
(3C) 
Proof When n = 3j - 1, j > 1, p(2j) is an integer. Thus we have 
dim A ( q3(n) when dim MA > 2j > 2n/3, since the maximum of the 
parabola occurs when the argument is 2n/3. Dim A < q3(n), when 
dim MA < 2j -- 1 < 2n/3, since p(2j-2.3j- 1) = 3j*-2j- 1 = q3(3j- l)- 1. 
Now consider n = 3j + 1. Since p(2j. 3j + 1) is the integer q,(3j -t 1) (see 
3B), dim A < qJ(n) when dim MA < 2j < 2n/3. Since /3(2j + 2? 3j i 1) = 
q3(3j + 1) - 1, dim A < q3(3j + 1) when dim MA > (2j + 1). 
2n/3 is an integer only in the remaining cast, n = 3j. p(2j, 3j) is the integer 
3j2 = qJ(n). The form of p assures that dim A < q,(n) if dim MA # 2n/3. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let n 2 6. Let A be a nilpotenl subspace of K, such that 
[A], = 0 and dim A = q3(n). The following three statements are equivalent 
and imply that A is an algebra: 
(i) A=L@A,, whereL=.Y(N,,MA); 
(ii) (0 : A,),+,,I = (0 : A),,,,; 
(iii) A” = 0. 
ProoJ By the hypothesis and Proposition 3.1, s = dim MA > 3. By 
Theorem 2.10, A, is commutative and has q?(s) dimensions; also 
(O:A),+,CMA. (O:A),,,=(O:A),+,,, then. By Theorem 1.2 the square of A, 
is zero and MAA, = (0 : A,),,. 
If (iii) is assumed, ((0 : A ,)MA } A = MAA, A = 0, whence (0 : A ,)wA G 
(0 :A),,,- The reverse inequality is obvious and we have proved that 
(0 : A,),V, = (0 : A),w, which is (ii). 
Let (i) be assumed. From the definitions of I, and N, we have MAL = 0. 
Thus MA3 c MA’L + MA2A, c MA(A,)* = 0. We have proved that (i) 
implies (iii). 
Assume (ii). Let p denote n - s. For each i E ( l,..., PI and j E (p + l...., n)
X, exists in A by Theorem 2.10 such that the restriction to N, of X, is E,. 
Since A, is isomorphic to .Y‘(MA/(O : A,),,, (0 : A,),+,,), we use (ii) to 
obtain 
A, = <Y(P, (0 : A),), 
where P is a subspace of MA such that MA =: (0 : A)+, @> P. Thus the choice 
of each X, can be such that PXi.i has null projection on (0 : A),,. Suppose 
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that, for some X, =f, Pf # 0. There exist, then, linearly independent 
elements w and w’ of P such that wf= w’ (the iinear independence is impLied 
by the nilpotency of f). Let g be a matrix of A I such that wg = 0 and 
w’g = v, a nonzero element of (0 : A),. Since pt 2 6, /I > I; we can choose 
p E {l,..., i ..*, /I) and h E JJ KXpj so that U, h = w. Notice that aPXij = 0 and 
N, g = 8. We have v,[h,f; g] = v,h[J g] = wfg = v f 0. This contradicts 
[A], = 0. Thus for each i and j, PX,= 0. CKXij= CKE,=L. 
A = C KX, 0 A 1 = L @ A 1. (i) has been obtained from (ii). 
A is an algebra since MA(A2)= 0 and N,A2 c imply that 
A2&@(IVl,MA)=Lq-!. 
Remark 3.3. We make a context here for use in Theorems 3.4 and 3.3, 
and prove some useful reslations. Subspaces pd of M” and x of A are to be 
introduced. The context set forth in Section I remains in force. In the next 
two theorems the nilpotent subspace A of K,, n g 6, is assumed to satisfy S, 
and to have q,(n) dimensions. From our assumptions and Theorem 2.10, 
(0 : A)M E MA and (0 : A)M* G AM*. Remark 0.2 supports statements to be 
made concerning M* = Horn&M, K). From Proposition 3 
to {ii 2n/3 //, ]j 21~13 // + 1 ), where s = dim MA and t = dim A 
Since AM* = (0 : (0 : A)M)M*, n - t = dim(0 : A),. Let ,8 = II - s. Then 
N,, a direct complement of MA, has p dimensions. We begin making a basis 
of M by choosing linearly independent elements v, ,.-.? uq, at+ I )~.., U such 
that 
iv, = (v, )...) VD
(0 : A ),v = (v,, I ~.., v,J. 
Let a=dim(O:A,),,; a>n-t, since (O:A,),w,~(Q:A)),=( 
Now we choose a basis of &A and write 
MA=(O:A),@p, p = (vq+x ,*..> vt) 
with the provision that (0 : A l)MA = (v,-,+ 1 ,..., v ). 
emark 0.2 the basis (UT,..., vf) of M* is such that 
(0 : A),* = (!I,*,..., v;> 
and 
AM” = (0 : A)M* @ P* = (VT,..., v *) 
where P* = (v$+ 1 ,..., v;“). It is convenient to define #, a direct complement 
of AM*, by N= (IJ,*, , ..., v “). We define A= (0 : #JA ; thus x has a @e 
analogous to that of A, in Theorem 2.9 and 2.10. A, has the form 5 Qr B.7 
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[x has the form B, or B,] and enjoys other properties stated in Theorem 1.2, 
since s and t exceed three. 
In particular, MAA, = (0 : A,),, and A, is isomorphic to 
~@w(O :AAf‘4~ (0 :Ah4.4). c onsidering the basis of (0 : A &., = MAA 1, 
we have 
A,={EiiIp+l~i~n-a,n-cr.+ljj~,}. (39 
Considering all of the spaces E,M*, (3D) and (3E), we deduce that 
a + dim(A ,M* @ (0 : A),,) = 12. We record 
dim(O : A,),, + dim(A 1M* @ (0 : A),,) = n. (3F) 
If cr is the projection M* --f (0 : A)M* along N@ P*, (3D) and (3E) imply 
that 
(A,M*)a = 0. (3C) 
Obviously an internal change of bases (for example, of (0 : A),,) is per- 
missible. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let n = 3j f 1 for some integer j > 1 or 3j - 1 for 
some integer j > 2. Assume for a nilpotent subspace A of K, that 
dim A = q3(n) and that [Al3 = 0. We adopt the context of Remark 3.3 and 
claim that there exists in A,M* @ (0 : A),, an element B which does not 
belong to (0 : ?f)AM*. 
ProoJ: We claim that 
dim((O : A),, @AIM*) 2 1 + dim(O : x)AM*, (3H) 
which proves the proposition. First let n = 3j + 1, j > 1. Then s = dim MA 
and t = dim AM* belong to {2j, 2j + 1) by Proposition 3.1. Since t > 3, 
Theorem 1.2 implies that dim(O : A),,, = dim xAM* 5 j + 1. Similarly, 
s > 3 and Theorem 1.2 imply that dim(O : A,),, 2 j + 1. We have used the 
commutativity of x [of A,] at the maximum dimension which Theorem 2.10 
implies. By (3F) 
dim(O : A,),,,,, + dim((O : A)M* @AIM*) = n. (31) 
Thus dim((O:A),,@A,M*)~2j>=(j+ l)+ 12 1 +dim(O:A),,,. In the 
case considered we have (3H). 
When n = 3j - 1, j > 2, the references quoted prove that s and t exceed 
3, since both belong to {2j, 2j - 1 }; also the dimensions of (0 : A,),, 
and (0 : A)AM* fail to exceed j. In this case (31) yields: 
dim((O : A)M* @A ,M*) 2 2j - 1 = j + (j - 1) 2 2 + dim(O :x)),,, . Again 
we have (3H) and the proof is complete. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let n = 3j + 1 for some integer j > 1 or 3j - 1 for ala 
integer j > 2. (i) Assume for a nilpotent subspace of K, that dim A = q3(n) 
and that A satisfies S,. Then A is an algebra and A3 = 0. (ii) inhere Dora? 
exactly three similarity classes of nilpotent suba~gebras of K, which s~tisj~ 
S, and have q3(n) dimensions. 
Proof of(i). We assume the context of Remark 3.3, making available the 
result of Theorem 3.4. Assume that p : x)AM* # (0 : A),, = (0 : A),,, . ?Let 
w & (0 : A& belong to (0 : AlAM* [= AAM*]. By Proposition 3.4_there xists 
a matrix W E A ,M* @ (0 : A)M* which does zot belong to (0 : A),,, . Thus 
ti=ptq, where qE(O:A),, an_dp@(O:A),,_belongs to A, 
p E AM* does not belong to (0 : A),,, and since A is a dense space of linear 
transformations to (0 : A),,, , there exists a rank one matrix f E x such that 
fp = w. 
Since f is a rank one matrix, we stipulate that 
(fn*)a c Kv; 
where c is the projection on (0 : A)M* along #BP*. We so define vf if 
(fM*)a # 0. (Notice that dim(O : A),, > 1.) Since p E A, M*, there exists 
for any choice of nonzero IZ E fl a matrix g E A, such that 
iv = P 
(see (3E) in Remark 3.3). By Theorem 2.10, A induces P(N,,MA) = 
P’(fl@ P*, (0 : A),,). Thus a matrix h exists in A such that 
Since [A], = 0, 
hw = II;. 
Q= ([.Lh, gInjo= (f[h glnb- @LA gln>o. 
-- 
We-used (gM*)o E (AIM*)0 = 0 (see (3G)). Since fn f AN= 0, we have 
v: = (hfgn)a = (f [h, g]n)a E Kvt. 
This contradictory statement establishes the equality 
(0 : &),,a = (0 : A)M* 
Using the left A group version of Theorem 3.2, we conclude that A is an 
algebra with vanishing cube. 
Proof of (ii). Let s denote the even integer which is one of the two 
possible values of dimMA (see (3C)). Let p= y1 -s and let 
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L = ~((v1,..., q3), (++I,..., v J). Let p denote s/2 + ,8. Let B = L OX, 
where 
Dim X = s2/4 = q,(s), then. By (3A) and (3B) dimB =q,(n). By 
Theorem 3.2, B3 = 0 and B is an algebra. 
Assuming that dim MA = s, for a nilpotent subspace A of K, such that 
dim A = q3(n) and [Al3 = 0, we shall show that A is similar to B. By (i) of 
this theorem, A3 = 0. Let a subalgebra C be strictly upper triangular and 
similar to A (see Proposition 0.1). Dim C = q,(n), then; also dim MC = s 
and C3 = 0. By Theorem 3.2, C = L(C) @ C, where 
and C, = (0 : (pi ,..., zig&. . Upper triangularity forces the partition in the 
description of L(C). By Theorem 2.10 dim C, = s2/4 and C, is commutative; 
upper triangularity and evenness of s imply (Theorem 1.2) that C, =X. We 
have C = B; A is similar to B. 
We describe subspaces B, and B, of K, which cannot be similar to B, 
since we shall have dim MB # dim MB, = dim MB, = z, where z is the odd 
integer possible for dim MA when A satisfies the hypotheses. Let z = 
(pl = (z + 1)/2 + ,&‘, p2 = (z - I)/2 + ,8’). Thus dim Xi = ]] z*/4 ]I, so that 
dimB,=q,(n) (see (3A) and (3B)). By Theorem 3.2 each Bi is an algebra 
with (Bi)3 = 0. We have two subalgebras dissimilar to B. Also B, is not 
similar to B,, since M(B,)* = MEX, has (z - 1)/2 dimensions, while 
M(B2)* = MEX, has (z + I)/2 dimensions. 
If a nilpotent subspace A of K, satisfies dim A = q,(n) and. [A], = 0, we 
shall see that A is similar to B, B, or B,. We proved that A is similar to B if 
dim MA = s. In the remaining case, dim MA = z, a strictly upper triangular 
subalgebra F is similar to A. Thus dim F = q,(n), dim MF = z and F3 = 0. 
By Theorem 3.2, F = L(F) @ F,, where 
F, = (0 : (ul ,..., u&
and L(F) =z. Again strict upper triangularity impels this description of 
L(F). By Theorem 2.10 dim F, = ]]z2/4]/; Theorem 1.2 and strict upper 
triangularity imply that F, equals X, or X,. It follows that A is similar to 
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F = B, or B,. Since any two of {B, B,, B2) are dissimilar, the proof is com- 
plete. 
THEOREM 3.6. For each n E N there exists a subaigebra H of K, such 
that dim = q3(n) and H3 = 0. If n is not four or five, the nilpotency qj” a
subspace A, [Al3 = 0 and dim A = q3(n) imply that A is an algebra with 
vanishing cube. There are exactly 3 similarity classes f these algebras A 
when n > 6 and 3 does not divide n; there is exactly one s~rni~a~~ty class of 
these algebras when n = 2 or is a multiple of 3. 
PrmJ: n n is 2 or 3, the cube of the s ctly upper triangular 
subalgebra of K, is zero and dim W= q,(n). Proposition 0.1 the 
hypothesized subspaces of K, are similar to W’~ 
The subalgebra (El,) E,, , E,4, E,, E,,) of K, has q3(4) dimensions and 
its cube is zero. The subalgebra (EIIA El,, El,, E23, El49 E25> El,, E3j) of 
K, has qj(5) dimensions and its cube is zero. The discussion of s~rn~~ar~t~ 
classes, when pz is four or five, is deferred to Section 4. 
For n > 6 and not divisible by 3, 3 and only 3 similarity classes of the 
subspaces of the theorem were shown to exist in Theorem 3.5; they were 
shown to be algebras with cube zero. 
The case n = 3j, j > 1, remains. Let 
L = -;“((vl )...) vj), (Vj+ I,“., V,)) 
and let 
B=L@B, is an algebra with cube zero by Theorem 3.2, since 
B, = (0 : NIIB, where N, = (or ,..., vj). Dim B = 3j* = q3(n). 
uniqueness, up to similarity, of nilpotent subs s A satisfying s3 and 
having 3j2 dimensions. By Proposition 3.1 dim = 2j = dim M/(0 : A jAW ;
dim(0 : A)M = j, then. MA I> (0 : A)M by Theor 10; also Al has s,(y) 
dimensions and is commutative. 
Thus, by Theorem 1.2, (0 : A I)MA has j dimensions. The j-dimensional 
spaces (0 : A>M and (0 : A l)MA are equal; thus we deduce from Theorem 3.2 
that A is an algebra with cube zero. If C is a strictly triangu 
subspace of K, which is similar to A, then C3 = 0 and C = Zj. 
Theorem 3.2, C = L(C) @ C,, where 
L(C) = .P((vl )...) Uj), (vj+I...., VJ)
and C, = (0 : (ur,..., vj))~ (The choice of direct complement, (vr,..., v ~) of 
MC is dictated by upper triangularity.) By Theorem 2.10, C1 is commutative 
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at maximum dimension in the algebra of linear endomorphisms of MC; by 
Theorem 1.2, then, 
since dim MC > 3. Again upper triangularity permits no other formulation. 
We have L(C) = L and C, = B, ; A is similar to B. The proof of the theorem 
is complete. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let d > 1. Let M be an n-dimensional vector space over 
the field K which is the direct sum of its nonzero subspaces M, and M,. Let 
the standard polynomial identity S,-, be satisfied by a subspace of 
Y(M,, M,) which we identify with a subspace C, of K, [r .9(M, M)]. Let 
Y(M,, M,) be identtj?ed with a subspace C, of K,. (Evidently C, vanishes 
on M, and C, n C, = 0.) Then the polynomial identity S, is satisfied by 
A = C, @ C,. If (C,)d-’ = 0, then Ad = 0. A is an algebra if and only if C, 
is an algebra. (Recall that S, is the identity function.) 
Proof. Let C, be an algebra. AC, = 0. AC, s C, + C,C, c C, @ C, by 
the definition f C,. Thus A is an algebra. The converse is obvious. 
Assume that [Clld-, = 0 and let fi ,..., fd EA. For each i let 
fi=gi+h,, giE C,, h,E C,. 
Since M, C, = 0 and M, C, c M,, M,[f, ,..., fdld = M, [ g, ,..., g ], = 0. 
Since M, C, = 0 = M, C, and since M, C, E M, , M, [f, ,..., fdld = 
M2hlG1 +M,h,G,+...+M,hdGd, where 
Gj=(-l)‘+j[g * ] 1 Y.* ) gj,***, gd d- 1 * 
Since each Gj = 0, we have M2[fI ,..., fdld = 0 and have proved that 
[AId= 0. 
Now assume that (C,)d-l = 0. Then the product 
fif,=fi(gi+hi)=fl [J$ gi) EA(C,)d-‘=O, 
since Mf, c M, and since the restriction toMI of gi + hi is gi. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let d > 1 and let c denote zero or a nonzero integer such 
that qdel(IcI)=qd(lcI). LetjEN be such that m=j(d- l)+cEN. Then 
qd- I(m) $ jm = qd- I(m) + j2(d - 1) + jc = qd(m + j). 
Proof. For p E N and any real number y, I/p + y ]I = p + ]I yI]. Thus 
qd-l(m) = ]](d - 2){j(d - 1) + cj2/2(d - I)]] =.i*(d - 2)(d - 1)/z + 
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j(d - 2)~ + Il(d - 2) c2/2(d - 1)ll. The hypothesis concerning c yields 
lJ(d - 1) c*/24 = ll(d - 2) c2/2(d - 1)/l, whence 
qd&l(m) = j2(d - 2)(d - 1)/2 +j(d - 2)c + I@ - 1) c2/24. 
We have qd-,(m)+j2(d-1)+jC=qd_,(m)+2j2d(d-1)/2$+jc= 
ll(1/2d){(d- l)(jd)’ + 2(d- l)jdc+ (d- l)c’]ll= ll(d- l)(jd+c)*/2cd// =
q&d c c) = q,(m + j), as required. 
DEFINITION. For each d E N let Y, = {n E N I a subalgebra k of 
exists such that Ad = 0 and A has qd(n) dimensions}. 
Remark. We observe for each d that 1 E Yd, since qd( 1) = 0. We have 
Y, = hi, since q*(n) = 0 and dim{O} = 0. Yz = N was recorded in Section I. 
Considering Theorem 3.6, we record: 
THEOREM 3.9. Yi=Nfor iE {1,2,3}. 
We shall study the Y,, using Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.7. The lemma 
puts no restriction on c E (-1, 0, I}; c is also allowed to be 2 or -2 since in 
our applications, dz 4. For d>3, we prove now that 
UjeN lid - 2, jd - 1, jd, jd + 1, jd + 2) z Yd. Under the stated restriction on 
d and c, m = j(d - 1) + c E N for each j E N; Lemma 3.8 is apphcable. 
Suppose that a subalgebra C, of K, satisfies (CI)d--l = 0 and 
dim C, = q,-,(m); suppose also that C, is embedded in K,, n = m $ j, so 
that it occupies the last ~lt rows and columns. By Theorem 3.7 we have 
Ad = 0, A = C, @ C,, provided C, G K, is the set of linear transformation on 
(V I)...) Vj) to (vj+ I)...) vn). Since dim C, = mj, dim A = q&I(m) + mj = qd(n) 
by Lemma 3.8. This is the general step of a proof by induction; the induction 
can begin (the case d = 4 can succeed), since Y, = N. Thus C, G K, exists 
having q3(m) dimensions and satisfying (C,)’ = 
THEOREM 3.10. For each j E N and each d > 3 
Yd?{l,2}U u {jd-2,jd-l,jd,jd+l,jdf2}. 
jEN 
Proof. 1 E Y, is not in question. We have 2 E Y,, since q,(2) = 1, the 
dimension of the strictly upper triangular subalgebra of K,. The remaining 
claim is proved inductively in the paragraph preceding the theorem. 
COROLLARY. k',= Y,=N. 
We proceed to prove that Y6 = Y, = N. Since qd(3) = 3 when 5 2 d 5 8, 
{3} c Y,n Y,n Y,. The strictly upper triangular subalgebra of 
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accomplishes this. We intend to use Lemma 3.8 with c = 3 or -3 and note 
thatq,_,(3)=q,(3),whend=6,7or8;alsothatm=j(d-1)-3EN.Let 
m=j(d-l)+c and n=jd+c, where ]c]=3, d=6. Since Y,=N, a 
subalgebra C, of K, can be found satisfying (C,)’ = 0 and dim C, = q5(m). 
Thus a subalgebra A of K, is obtained such that A6 = 0 and dim A = q6(n) 
(Theorem 3.7). By repetition of this procedure we obtain for 
y1= 7j + c[Sj + c] a subalgebra A of K, which satisfies A’ = 0 and 
dim A = q7(n) [A* = 0 and dim A = q8(n)]. We have proved 
{3}U u {jd+3,jd-3}&Yd, d E 16, 7, S}. (3J) 
jeN 
Theorem 3.10 and (35) yield 
Y, = Y, = N. (3K) 
It is easily verified that q8(4) = 7, while nilpotent subspaces of K, have no 
more than 6 dimensions. We summarize this paragraph, (3J), (3K), 
Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.10: 
THEOREM 3.11. (i) For each d 5 7 and n EN there exists a subalgebra 
A of K, such that Ad = 0 and dim A = qJn). 
(ii) For d > 7 no nilpotent subspace of K, has qJ4) dimensions. 
(iii) For d > 8 there exists a subalgebra A of K, such that Ad = 0 and 
dim A = qd(n), provided 
nE W,= {1,2}~ U {jd-2,jd- l,jd,jd+ l,jd+2}. 
jsN 
(iv) There exists a subalgebra A of K, such that A* = 0 and 
dim A = q,(n), provided 
nE W,U{3}U U {8j--3,8j+3}. 
jcN 
Examples of nonnilpotent subspaces; a conjecture. Subspaces of K, are 
obtainable by our construction, which satisfy S, and have 1 + q,(n) 
dimensions. Theorem 3.2 and the proofs of Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 should be 
consulted for the construction A = L @A,, A, a commutative subalgebra of 
K, (s = ]] 2n/3 ]], say). 1 + q3(n) dimensions would be achieved if the unity 
element of K, were adjoined; by Theorem 3.7 an algebra (clearly 
nonnilpotent) satisfying S, would again result. 
The significance of the dimension, 1 + q3(n), is that we conjecture it to be 
the maximum dimension for subspaces of K, satisfying S,, if K is suitably 
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restricted. The subspace (E,, + 2Ez2, E12, E,,) of 2 satisfies S, if, and only 
if, the field K has characteristic 3: it has 2 + q,(2) dimensions. 
To illustrate the adjoining of an idempotent, let E,, +E,, [dually, let 
E,, + E,,] be adjoined to the strictly upper triangular subalgebra of K, ~ 
When E,, + 2E,, + E,, is adjoined instead (multilinearity of S,), the 
resulting space is not an algebra. This ‘%onalgebra” phenomenon occurs In 
K, for each n > 2, since the idempotent associated with A, [with A] can be 
adjoined and multilinearity applied, then, as in the example in M,. 
4. Ad NEED NOT VAiwa 
For each d > 2 we shall show that for some n, depending on d, a ni~pot~~t 
subalgebra A of K, exists such that Ad # 0, [A], = 0 and dim A = qd(n)~ 
First, for n E (4, 5) we investigate the nilpotent subspaces of K, which 
satisfy the identity S, at the maximum dimension. e shall disclose five 
subalgebras of K, such that A is similar to one of them if, and only if, A is a 
nilpotent subspace of K, such that [Al3 = 0 and dim A = q3(.5). Of the five 
dissimilar nilpotent subalgebras, three have vanishing cube and two have 
nonzero cube. We shall disclose seven subalgebras of PC, such that A is 
similar to one of them if, and only if, A is a nilpotent subspace of K, 
satisfying the identity S, and having q,(4) dimensions. Of the seven 
dissimilar nilpotent subalgebras, three have vanishing cube and four have 
nonzero cube. 
Let U= {m E K, / mjj = 0 if i 2 j}, the strictly upper triangular subalgebra 
of K,. For matrices a, b and c in U the (I, 4) entry of abc is nonzero only if 
a,*, b,, and cZ4 are nonzero. Let T, be the subalgebra of U defined by 
T,= {mEU/m,,=m23=m3‘$=0] (4A) 
andleth,,h,,andh,ET,.Leta=E,,+h,,b=E,,+h,andc=E,,$h,. 
If (: is a permutation of (a, b, c) then the (1,4) entry of (am) is zero 
except when 0 is the identity permutation. Thus [a, b, clj f 0. e h.ave 
proved the following theorem: 
323~0~~~ 4.1. Let a subspace A of K, be strictly upper t~~a~g~~a~ and 
satisfy the identity S,. Then dim Al@ f’ T,) 2 2, where T, is the crlgebm 
defined in (4A). 
COROLLARY. Let the subspace A of K, be strictly upper t~~a~g~~ar and 
satisfy the identity S, m Let S = (E13, E,, , E,,), the square of the strictly 
upper triangular subalgebra of K,. Then dimA/(A n 5’) 5 2. Ths if 
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dimA=& Af7S=S, so thatA*SA;jiirthermore, A=S@A*, whereA* 
is a two dimensional subspace of (E,,, E,, , E,,). 
Proof If a is the natural embedding of K, into K,, (KJa n T, = S. By 
the Theorem A/(A n S) 5 2. Since dim S = 3, the concluding sentence is 
obvious. 
NOTATION. T=U2={mEU~m,,=m2,=m,,=m,,=0]. 
DEFINITION. If g E U, let g* be the matrix defined by 
(g*>ij = gjtil 
where i + i’ = j + j’ = 6. If G is a subspace of U, let G* = {g* 1 g E G}. 
The function G + G* is a linear isomorphism. One easily verifies: U* = U, 
for all g, hE U, (gh)*=h*g*, g**= g. Since U*= U and T= U2, 
T” = T. 
THEOREM 4.2. Consider the map p: M + M” defined by vi@ = Vim, where 
i + i’ = 6. p is a linear isomorphism. If, for b E U, b,b denotes b*, then for all 
mEMandbEU 
(mb)P = W>W>. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let an eight dimensional subspace A of U satisfy the 
identity S,. Then dim A/(A n T) = 2. It follows that A f7 T = T, so that 
A2 c A; furthermore, A = T @ H, where H is a two dimensional subspace of 
P123E239EM~E45~’ 
Proof Notice that (T,)* = {m E U 1 m23 = mj4 = rnd5 = 0}, whence 
T= T, n (T,)“. Dim A/(A n (T,)*) 5 2 is proved as Theorem 4.1 was 
proved. Since dim A/(A n T,) 5 2, A/(A n T) has at most three dimensions. 
We assume that 
dim A/(A n T) = 3 (4B) 
is possible. Since dim A/(A n T,) and dim A/(A n (T,)*) do not exceed two, 
there exist in A matrices a and p (possibly linearly dependent) such that 
aI2 # 0 and /Id5 # 0. Let B = T n A; dim B = 5 by (4B). We suppose that 
dim MB < 3. (4C) 
Then (E13,E14, E,,) is not contained in B, so that B has nonzero projection 
on KE,, and on KE,,. Thus (v4, v5) c MB; (4C) implies that 
MB = (v4, v,). It follows that the five dimensional space B is 
(E14, E24, E15, E25, E,,). We have BM* = (v:, vz, UC) and, since pd5 # 0, 
dimAM* = 4. Since dimA = q3(5), the subspace 2 (see Remark 3.3) is a 
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four dimensional commutative algebra by Theorem 2. IQ; by Theorem 1.2 its 
square vanishes. Since A c U and since AM* = (vf, v,*, vf, vf), 
Thus E,, E A or (4C) is false; (v3, v,, v5) E MA in either case. Considering 
that aI is nonzero, MA has four dimensions. As A is strictly up 
triangular, A 1 = (E,, , E,, , E,, , E,,). 
Dually (Theorem 4.2) we reach the conclusion that dim AM* = 4, and in 
consequence, (E, 3, Ezj, E,4, E,,) 5 A. From (4B) and (E,,y E,,) c A vx. 
conclude that a and p are linearly dependent. But (E2,, E,, ? E,, + kE,,) G A 
(kf 0) contradicts dim A/(A n T,) 5 2. Since we have obtained a 
contradiction from assumption (4B), dim A/@ n T) 5 ‘2 has been proved. 
Since dim A = 8, dim@ n T) = 6, so that A f-’ T= T. The remaining 
assertions are now obvious. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A be an eight dimensional subspace of U w 
satisfies S,. Then A is one of the following 3 subspaces: 
G, = (E,,>E,,)O T= (6,)" 
G,=(E,,,E,,)@T 
or A is similar to one of the following subspaces of U 
G, = @,z + E,, , E,,) 0 T 
(GA* =@,a + E,, E,,) 0 T. 
ProoJ By Theorem 4.3 Ts: A, so that (vj, v,, v,) cMA and (VT, u:, 
n?) z AM*. Supposing that A has nonzero projection on KE,, , MA is four 
dimensional and (proof of Theorem 4.3) it follows that E,, EA. Supposing 
that A has nonzero projection on KE4s, AM* is four dimensionai, whence 
(proof of Theorem 4.3) E,, E A. From dim A/T= 2 it is now evident hat A 
must have null projection on ICE,, or KE,, s Thus, if A is not G, and if 
E,, E A, A must be G, or, for some nonzero c, A = G3,c= 
(E12 + cE,, , E,,) @ T; otherwise A would have nonzero projection on KE’, j ) 
whence E,, E A, contradicting dim A/T= 2. If A = G,,, (cf O>, let 
q = diag(1, 1, c, 1, 1). For all i and j, q(KEij) q- ’ = ICE,. Also 
q(E,, + cE,,) 4-l = E,, + E,, . Thus A is similar to G,,, = 6,. 
If A is not similar to G,, G, or G,, then E,, @ A and, in consequence, A
has null projection on ICE,,. As A is two dimensional modulo T, A has 
nonzero projection on KE,,. Since A* has nonzero projection on KE,,, A * 
is G, or is similar to G,. Thus A is (GJ* or is similar to (G3)*. 
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Remark 4.5. The five subspaces of Theorem 4.4 are algebras, since they 
contain T = U2. We will require the following data: 
MT=(v,,v,,v,)=MG,=M(G,)*=M(G,)* 
TM* = (VT, v:, UC) = G,M* = G,M” = G,M” 
MG, = MG, = Ku, @ MT 
(G,)*M* = (G,)*M* = Kvf @ TM* 
(GA2 = KE,, CD KE,, COKE,, 0 KE,, 
(G2)’ = KE,, @ KE,, . 
PROPOSITION 4.6. The five algebras of Theorem 4.4 satisfy the identity 
S,. Precisely two of theJive algebras have nonzero cubes: G, and (G3)*. 
ProoJ: The data in Remark 4.5 concerning MG,, MG,, (G,)2 and (G2)* 
imply that G,, G, and (G2)* have vanishing cube. G, has nonzero cube, 
since (El2 + E,&‘E,, = E,,. Evidently, E,, E ((G3)*)3. 
The proof is complete if G, satisfies the identity S,, for (G3)* must then 
satisfy S,. For all x CZ T, [x, E12, E,,] = [x, E,,, E,,] = 0, since G, and G, 
satisfy S,. We have, then, [x, E,, + EZ3, E,,] = 0, since S, is multilinear. 
Since T3 = 0, G, satisfies S, provided for every choice of x, and x2 E T 
Since TE,, = TE,, = E,,T= 0, (4D) holds if T2E -ET2 =0 when 
E E {E,,, E23, E,,}. But this is obviously the case, since T2 = KE,, . Thus 
(4D) holds and G, satisfies S,. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. The five algebras of Theorem 4.4 represent jive 
distinct similarity classes. 
ProojI By Remark 4.5, MG, and M(G,)* are three dimensional, while 
dim MG, = 4. Also, dim G,M* # dim(G,)*M*. Thus G,, G, and (G2)* are 
mutually dissimilar. They are also dissimilar to G, and (G3)* which have 
nonzero cubes (see Proposition 4.6). 
The dissimilarity of G, and (G3)* remains to be proved. It is evident from 
Remark 4.5, however, that (G,)*M* contains G,M* properly. 
THEOREM 4.8. The nilpotent, eight dimensional subspaces of K, which 
satisfy the identity S, are algebras. There are exactly five similarity classes 
of these; they are represented by theJive subspaces of Theorem 4.4. Exactly 
two of these have nonzero cubes: G, and (G3)*. 
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ProojY If A is a nilpotent subspace of K, ) then by Proposition 0.1, A is 
similar to a subspace of U. If A has eight dimensions and satisfies S,, then 
by Theorem 4.4, A is similar to one of the five subspaces; each of the five 
subspaces is a subalgebra, since it contains U2. Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 
contain the remaining conclusions. 
PROPQSITXON 4.9. Let v and v’ be linearly independent elements of the 
space K3 of ordered triples over K. Then (v, v’) == (w, w’), where w and ?w’ 
are such that at least one zero occurs in the triple. 
Let V denote {m E K, / mij = 0 if i 2 j}, the strictly upper triangular 
subalgebra of K,. S has been used to denote V’ = (E13, E,, , E,,). 
Remark 4.10. By the Corollary to Theorem 4.1, five dimensional 
subspaces of V which satisfy S, have the form (w5 w’) @ S, where w and w’ 
are linearly independent and belong to (E12, E23, E,,). (These spaces are 
algebras, since they contain V’.) Proposition 4.9 implies that each of w an 
W’ can have rank less than three: this will be the case in the display of 
subalgebras to follow: we list seven subalgebras of V which are five dimen- 
sional and contain S. D,, D, and D, can have a basis of rank one matrices; 
the others can not. For i E { 1,2, 3) at most one of any pair of genrators of 
Pin (E12, E,, , E,,) can have rank one. J alone has all of its rank one 
matrices in S. Parameters are understood to belong to K in the display 
OaSg 
0 0 a h 
D, = P, = 
0 0 0 b 
0 0 0 0 
Oafg 
0 0 b h 
D,= P, = 
0 0 0 a 
0 0 0 
Oafg 
0 0 b h 
D, = P, = 
0 0 0 b 
0 0 0 0 
I 
0 a-tb f g 
0 0 
J= 
ah 
0 0 Ob a 
0 0 00 
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Under the assumption that the space contains S and is contained in V, all 
cases such that a basis can consist of rank one matrices are represented in 
D,, D, and D,. We shall see that, up to similarity, all cases such that four 
(but not five) linearly independent rank one matrices exist in the space are 
represented in {Pr, P,, P3}. Let k # 0. Then Pl,k = (E12 + kEz3, E,,) 0 S is 
similar to P r,r = P,; P2,k = (El2 + kEj4, E,,) 0 S is similar to P,,, = P,; 
and P3,k = (EZ3 + kEj4, E,,)@ S is similar to P,,, = P,. The proofs of 
similarity imitate a part of the proof of Theorem 4.4. When our five dimen- 
sional subspace P of V containing S is such that four (but not five) linearly 
independent rank one matrices exist in it, then P = Pl,k, P,,, or P,,, (for 
some nonzero k) and is, in consequence, similar to P,, P, or P,. 
Remark 4.11. Considering the preceding paragraph, we can assert that 
each five dimensional subspace Y of V containing S is similar to one of the 
seven displayed algebras, provided 
Y is similar to J, if its rank one matrices occur only in S. (W 
Let k and c be nonzero elements of K. We notice that (El2 + kE,, , 
Ez, + cE,J = (En + kE,, > E,, - kcE,,) and that (E,2 + kEj4, E,, + cE,,) = 
(El2 - kc-‘E,,, E,, + kEj4). These equalities indicate that the space Y 
described in (4E) is 
Jp,q = C-E,, + PEG 3 EI, + qE,J 0 S 
for some nonzero field elements p and q. Let f = diag(1, 1, p, pq). Then for 
all choices of i and j, f(KE,)f-’ = KE,; f(E,, + pEz3) f -’ = E,, + E,, 
and f(E12+qE34)f-1=E12+E34. We have proved that 
fJ,,,f -’ = J,,, = J. Since (4E) has been proved, we have proved that each 
five dimensional subspace of V containing S is similar to one of the seven 
algebras of Remark 4.10. 
Remark 4.12. Each five dimensional subspace A of V containing S 
satisfies S,. Indeed, the product of three linearly independent matrices of A 
is zero: since V4 =0 and since S= V2; S3 =S2V= VS2 = SVS= V’S= 
sv2 = vsv= 0. 
Remark 4.13. By inspection (Di)3 = 0 for i= 1,2, 3. The cubes of P,, 
P,, P, and J are nonzero since, in these algebras, matrices p, q and w can be 
found with p12, qz3 and w34 nonzero. 
THEOREM 4.14. (i) The seven algebras listed in Remark 4.10 are 
dissimilar. Of the seven, only D, , D, and D, have vanishing cube. 
(ii) Each nilpotent subspace of K, having five dimensions and 
satisfying the identity S, is similar to one of the seven algebras. 
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(iii) Each subspace of the strictly upper t.~~a~g~~a~ s~ba~geb~a V of K, 
in the form 
satisfies the identity S,. Then the seven algebras of Remark 4.10 satisfj S, D 
Proof: (iii) is contained in Remark 4.12. Each nilpotent subspace of K, 
is similar to a subspace B of V, if dim B = 5 and B satisfies S,, B contains 
S = V2 by the Corollary to Theorem 4.1. Then, by the concluding sentence 
of Remark 4.11, B is similar to one of the seven algebras. (ii) has been 
proved. The statement about the cubes of the algebras is contained in 
Remark 4.13. D, ~ D, and D, are dissimilar to the remaining four algebras 
which have nonzero cubes. MD, = MD, = (vz, ~3 9 u,), while 
- CL’39 v,). Thus D, is dissimilar to the other 
but ‘MYD,)’ = KU,. Thus DI is not similar to D,. F 
(Q>‘= (v3: u,), 
i== i,2,3, there is a 
rank one matrix in the algebra Pi which does not belong to S = (Pjj2. Each 
rank one matrix of J is an element of S = J2; thus J is similar to none of the 
Pi. For each i let pi denote the subspace of Pi which is erated K bY 
its rank one matrices. Then dim MF3 = 3, while dim = dim 2=2; 
dim(Q : P1jM = 1 but dim(O : p,), = 2. Thus no two of the Pi are similar. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In preparation for the final theorem we observe that, for ail d, qd(d + 1) = 
i/cd- l)(d+ 1)*/2dJj = (d- l)(d+ 2)/2 + jl(d- l)/2dII = (d- I)(d+ 2)/Z; 
qd(d+l)t(d+l) = 11{2d+2+(d-I)(d+2)}/2// = d(d+3)/2 = 
qd+ l(d + 2). We record 
qd(d+ l)+(d+ l)=q,,,(d+2). 
THEQREN 4.15. For each d > 2, a subalgebra B ofKiid+, exists such that 
d =KEi,d+I, Bdtl=O, [B],=OanddimB=q,(d+1$. 
ProoJ The five dimensional algebras P,, P,, P, and 9 of 
satisfy the identity S, and the fourth power of each is zero. Since KEi, is the 
cube of P1, P,, P, and J all of the requirements are satisfied by any one of 
these, when d = 3. If d 2 3 is such that the stipulated subalgebra B of K 
exists, we assume B so embedded in Kd+2 that its cube is KE,,d+ 2 and 
entries in its first row and column are zeros. Let B: = ,ia(K2:, (u~,~-.~ vd+ 
L = (En, E,3,.-2 El,d+z ). By Theorem 3.7, B’ = da @L satisfies th 
Sdil and is an algebra. B’L = 0 and, in consequence, (B’jd+i - 
(B @ L)(KE2,d+Z). Since Bdf ’ = 0, (B’)dtl =L(KE,,d+z> = 
(By+2 = 0, then. By the computation preceding the theorem, 
qd(d + 1) + (d + 1) = qd+ i(d + 2). This completes the proof by induction. 
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